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An anatomist seems to be out of place in a conference on the develop
ment in organisms of resistance to drugs and antibiotics. My only excuse 
for accepting your kind invitation to address this meeting is that I have 
always been interested in the mechanism of evolution and, pursuing 
that interest, have hazarded some ideas that bear directly on the prob
lems discussed by you. 

For many years the mutation-selection theory of the mechanism of 
evolution has held the field. All the leading figures in the science of 
genetics warmly champion it. They interpret, or try to interpret, every 
observation in its terms and give out, more or less emphatically, that 
every alternative explanation of the facts has after exhaustive explora
tion been discredited and discarded. In legal terms, they seek to establish 
a presumption in favor of their doctrine and to put the burden of proof 
upon its critics instead of its defenders. J. D. Hillaby (1953), reviewing 
C. D. Darlington's "The Facts of Life," refers to a Norwegian animal 
behaviorist who reports that every flock of farmyard poultry contains 
one bird who pecks all the others, another bird who pecks all except 
the first bird, and so on down through the flock to the poor little bird 
who is pecked by all the others. Among biologists, Hillaby says, the 
geneticists and cytologists hold top place in the hierarchy of peckers. 
Stemming perhaps from my nationality, I am "agin the government," 
and especially "agin" the imposition upon us of a closed mentality in 
favor of the government's opinions. Instinctively I seek to pick holes in 
their case. It has quite a few large ones. 

First: All the evidence available to us indicates that mutation is a 
pathological process. All known mutations depress viability and/or 
fertility to some extent. The existence of a truly favorable mutation is 
unknown. 

* This paper was delivered at the banquet given during the Symposium. The 
speaker was introduced by Dr. Roger D. Reid. 
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Second: The embryology of such mutants as have been studied 
clashes with the law of parallel embryological development. 

Third: While the elimination of individuals by the hazards of life is 
selective to a degree that disposes of defectives and weaklings, above 
this point elimination in nature seems to be random. It depends on the 
accidents of time, place, and circumstance. Environmental conditions, 
no doubt, often exert a more stringent and searching selection, but, since 
environmental conditions fluctuate continuously, such intense selections 
are almost invariably very local and temporary. They tend to cancel 
each other out. Evidence that elimination in nature is ever closely and 
consistently selective over a wide enough area for a sufficient time to 
change permanently the mean characteristics of a race of organisms is 
lacking. In other words, the existence of a new-species-forming natural 
selection is unproved and open to doubt. 

Fourth: In the human body a great many characteristics in part or 
altogether hereditary are obviously too trivial to possess in themselves 
even the slightest survival value. There is no evidence nor the least 
reason to suspect that any one of them is pleiotropically connected with 
any other character. Hundreds of similar cases are known in other ani
mals. They cannot all be put aside by vague and speculative references 
to total gene complexes. 

Fifth: Quite a few examples are known of characteristics definitely 
disadvantageous to the organism becoming more common and wide
spread in a race. Such selection as nature exercises is powerless to stay 
them. 

Elsewhere (Martin, 1953) I have set out some of these criticisms 
more fully and tried to answer the arguments by which geneticists seek 
to rebut them. Here I must pass on to other matters. What has been 
said, however, in no sense belittles the importance of mutations to man, 
both for the development of new varieties of his domestic stocks and as 
instruments for genetic research. But it throws serious doubts on the 
participation of mutation in natural evolution. It makes clear that the 
mutation-selection theory is neither as firmly founded nor as invulnerable 
as modern textbooks on the subject actually imply. It opens the way 
for a more objective approach to the whole question. 

The evidence that species have evolved is overwhelming. If we 
reject the mutation-selection theory of how they evolved, what have we 
to put in its place? Even if we have nothing, this is no reason for retain
ing the theory. It should be rejected or refused acceptance for the 
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present on its own demerits, because of the absence of supporting evi
dence, and because of the existence of facts incompatible with or con
tradictory to it. And a careful survey of all the facts leads, I believe, to 
a better alternative. Of necessity I can offer here only a very sketchy 
outline of this alternative theory. A brief account like this must perforce 
be rather didactic and skim over many points deserving fuller treatment. 
In the time and space at my disposal I cannot enlarge on these. I can 
only apologize for being constrained to put so brief an outline before 
you. Nevertheless, there is an advantage in being able to see the whole 
of an new idea at a glance. One can then appreciate both its strong and 
its weak points and see its relationships to other fields of biological 
science. 

Geneticists have always approached this problem with the supposi
tion that characteristics are either hereditary or nonhereditary. They see 
them as falling into one of two distinct, sharply demarcated, and 
mutually exclusive categories. If, experimentally, a characteristic proves 
not to be hereditary, it is at once relegated by them to the opposite 
category and dismissed as irrelevant. It is true that within the short time 
covered by our experiments, many characteristics are passed unchanged, 
or with no measurable change, from generation to generation, and others 
are purely individual and not transmitted. Nevertheless, there are indica
tions that not all hereditary characteristics are equally hereditary. This 
comes clearly out of two distinct lines of evidence. First, from his 
investigations on the development of limbless reptiles, Sewertzoff (1931) 
formulated the law of the inverse order of evolutionary regression. 
Whenever a part or organ undergoes evolutionary regression it does so 
in inverse order to its genesis. The newest part disappears first, the 
oldest part last. The older a characteristic is the more hereditary it is 
and the longer it persists. The general accuracy of SewertzofFs law seems 
assured, subject to the proviso that tissues differ in their ability to with
stand prolonged disuse. The facts revealed by Sewertzoff clash with the 
concept that all hereditary characters are equally hereditary, which 
concept lies at the root of the mutation-selection theory. These facts indi
cate that hereditariness is a relative rather than an absolute quality. 
It admits of degrees. The older a character is phylogenetically the more 
persistent, the more hereditary, it is. 

Second, this interpretation is confirmed by transplantation experi
ments. When a part, e.g. the anläge of a limb, is removed from its 
normal position in a very young embryo and transplanted into another 
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part of the embryo's body, the limb develops partially. Its very ancient 
phylogenetic features usually develop perfectly, its less ancient ones less 
so, and its phylogenetically recent features are usually wholly lacking. 

Many field observations also confirm the interpretation set forth here. 
Take our domestic poultry. There is no doubt that our geese, ducks, 
turkeys, and fowl are descended from races that could fly. For the first 
three we have numerous records of their capture and domestication. 
There is no doubt that under domestication they have lost much of their 
power to fly and that both domestication and loss of flight proceeded at 
a rapid rate and en masse. As regards our ducks and fowl, we have 
known since the time of Darwin's researches that their wing bones are 
relatively lighter and their leg bones relatively heavier than those of 
their wild cousins. Are these skeletial characteristics hereditary? They 
are so within the time range of our experiments and are generally 
assumed to be so indefinitely. But when our domestic poultry go feral, 
that is, run wild, they regain the power of flight within a relatively short 
while. The Creolla fowl in South America undoubtedly are descended 
from domestic birds imported 300 years before. Hudson (1892), a reput
able observer, reported that in his day they were semiwild, nested away 
from human settlements but showed no disposition to escape, and 
were "strong on the wing." In Pitcairn Island the feral descendants of 
domestic fowl introduced many years ago are strong and rapid fliers 
and are shot for sport (Nicoll, 1908). Again, in domestication the pig 
loses its bristles and its long face, and the tusks of the boars are greatly 
reduced. All these characteristics are generally regarded as hereditary. 
But feral pigs everywhere, as Darwin remarked, regain in a relatively 
short while the bristles, long faces, and enormous tusks of the boars. We 
are therefore warranted in asserting that the reduced wing bones of 
our domestic poultry and tusks of our domestic boars are not indefinitely 
hereditary. 

In this connection it is important to realize that a mutilation or 
amputation is not the same as a disuse and does not produce the same 
effects. A mutilation or amputation is forcibly impressed on the organism 
from without, not mediated from within through the organism's own 
potentialities. For thousands of years Hebrew boys have been circum
cised, yet they are still born with foreskins; and domestic sheep have 
had their tails docked but are still born with tails. But though a mutila
tion itself cannot become hereditary, the response of organisms to a 
repeated mutilation may do so, for the response proceeds from within. 
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The response of sheep to the early docking of their tails is presumably, 
at least in part, a greatly reduced use of the muscles that move the tail. 
Now anyone who has observed an occasional sheep whose tail was not 
docked cannot fail to notice the ludicrously small power the animal has 
over it. The tail hangs limp and passive. The utmost the owner can do is 
to impart a feeble waggle to its upper end. I know of no animal with 
anything like so little power over its tail. Again, for thousands of years 
domestic sheep have been annually shorn or had their wool pulled. The 
response of the animals to this treatment is apparently to dispense with 
a natural shedding of the fleece, though at the proper season and appar
ently connected with the advent of a rich food supply the fleece loosens 
or "lifts" somewhat but is not shed. In the British exhibition of 1851 a 
southdown sheep that had not been shorn for seven years was shown. 
The fleece trailed on the ground all around it (Robinson, 1897). Donne 
(1924) shot in New Zealand feral sheep, which had at least five years' 
growth of fleece that greatly impeded their movements. 

The evidence therefore warrants a provisional assertion that there 
are degrees of heredity, that the older a character is in phylogeny, the 
more hereditary it is and the longer it persists without use, that a mutila
tion is not equivalent to a voluntary disuse and cannot become heredi
tary, but the response of organisms to a repeated mutilation possibly 
can do so. 

So-called hereditary characters differ, therefore, in the degree of 
their hereditariness. What about the opposite end of the scale? Do non-
hereditary characters or modifications manifest differences in persist
ence? The human head louse and body louse are so different in appear
ance and habits that for a long time they were regarded as quite distinct 
and separate species. Then Sikora (1917) reported that by compelling 
the head louse to live for four generations on the human body she had 
transformed the race into body lice. Subsequently (Sikora, 1919) she 
withdrew her paper, stating it was published under a misapprehension. 
But meanwhile her conclusions had been confirmed by Bacot (1917), 
Howlett (1917-18), and Keilin and Nuttall (1918-19). Obviously the 
racial characteristics of head lice and body lice are not simple modifica
tions. They do not develop at once when the lice are placed on the head 
or body but only after several generations have been compelled to live 
in these environments, and in like manner they linger on in progressively 
diminishing degrees for several generations if the lice are forced to live 
in the other environment. Equally obviously, they are not indefinitely 
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hereditary, for after several generations they vanish if the animals live 
in the other environment. They fall into an intermediate category to 
which the name of lingering modifications has been given. A great deal 
is known about lingering modifications, but they have been neglected 
generally by geneticists because lingering modifications do not fall into 
their category of hereditary characteristics. Let us look at some examples. 

The larvae of a great many insects feed on plants. Some confine 
themselves strictly to a single host species, and are known as mono-
phagous; others feed indiscriminately on many host species and are 
called polyphagous. When insects are compelled to live for some genera
tions on what, to them, is a strange host species, they become adapted 
to it and often ultimately choose it over their former host species. But 
adaptation to a new host and the loss of the preference for the old one 
require several generations for their accomplishment. Furthermore, the 
longer a race has been confined to a single host species, the more difficult 
it is to change its preference for it and the longer is the time required 
to effect the change. Hence polyphagous species take more readily and 
quickly to a new host plant than do monophagous species, and species 
that have lived for hundreds of years on one host species manifest a 
preference for it even after many years enforced residence on another 
species. For example, Thorpe (1930a,b) found that the moth Hypo-
nomeuta cognatella lives on species of spindle tree. The only spindle 
tree native to the British Isles is the deciduous Euonymus europaeus 
and on this the insects must have lived for hundreds of years. Around 
Cambridge E. europaeus does not grow but the evergreen E. japonicus 
has been freely planted. On this the insects feed and presumably have 
done so for several decades. Yet when these insects are afforded a free 
choice between the two trees, they deposit five-sixths of their eggs on 
E. europaeus. The ancient and long-established preference was not effaced 
by decades of living on a different tree. The addiction of a race of insects 
to a particular host species is in many cases, therefore, not hereditary. 
It can be effaced, and the time needed to efface it depends in some 
degree on the time during which the race has exercised the preference. 
Hence it is longer in monophagous than polyphagous species, and it 
requires a very long time to efface an addiction of hundreds of years' 
duration. The addictions are obviously lingering modifications. Such 
strains of insects addicted to particular hosts are known as biological 
races. Exactly similar biological races exist among beetles, nematode 
worms, trypanosomes, fungi, and parasitic plants like mistletoe. 
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Consider another example and one nearer to your interests. Many 
experimenters (Webster, 1925, 1933; Lesne and Dreyfus-See, 1928; Man-
ressa, 1932) took various laboratory animals, bred from them, and then 
inoculated the parents with particular strains of bacteria or toxins and 
measured their mortality rates or susceptibility. The litters of the most 
resistant and most susceptible individuals were selected to carry on 
the lines and subjected to the same procedure. By this means intense 
selection for resistance and susceptibility was effected without the actual 
ancestry of later generations ever coming into contact with the bacteria 
or toxin used. The results after five generations were very slight and 
inconstant. Obviously selection has little power to develop an increased 
resistance. Another class of experiment, carried out by many observers 
(Roberts and Card, 1926; Lambert and Knox, 1928; Irwin, 1929; Schott, 
1932; Lambert, 1932; Hetzer, 1937), consisted in inoculating each gen
eration with a particular microorganism and breeding from the survivors. 
In every case precautions were taken to exclude an attentuation of the 
bacteria used, or a transmission of a passive immunity, or a subclinical 
dose of the bacteria themselves. In some cases male parents alone were 
inoculated, or inoculations skipped a generation, or poultry were used 
as the experimental animals; these facts safely exclude a transmission of 
passive immunity or of the bacteria. In every case the resistance rose 
steadily from generation to generation. The very high resistance devel
oped cannot be due to selection, for the first series of experiments 
excludes that. Nor is it hereditary, for if the strains in which resistance 
has developed are guarded, for several generations, from any contact 
with the microorganisms concerned, the resistance slowly fades from 
generation to generation. This is shown by the fact that in all these 
experiments the control lines, which were carefully guarded from such 
contacts, slowly and in successive generations lost whatever resistance 
to the microorganisms they initially possessed. The resistance obviously 
is, in most cases, a lingering modification. Another curious feature comes 
to light in these experiments. When a lingering modification of resistance 
to a particular microorganism has faded out, the race for a few genera
tions oversteps its starting point and becomes oversusceptible before 
finally settling down to its initial state. This, which I suggest should be 
called the "rebound phenomenon," appears very frequently and is useful 
as evidence of the previous existence of a lingering modification. Its 
special value lies in the fact that it completely excludes selection as a 
possible explanation of these happenings. 

An example of the development of resistance to a noxious agent is 
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furnished by the scale insects, which are such a pest on citrue trees in 
California. In about 1912 it was noticed that in the Corona district fumi
gation with HCN gas was not as effective as it had been, and it soon 
became evident that a resistant strain of red scale had arisen in this area 
(Quayle, 1922). At about the same time, at Riverside, it was found that 
the black scale was no longer controllable by doses of the gas that had 
formerly been quite effective. Finally, in 1915, again at Riverside, a resist
ant strain of Citriola scale appeared (Quayle, 1937-38). The phenomenon 
of resistance spread rapidly over California and now covers a wide area. 
With the customary assurance of geneticists, Dickson (1940-41) inter
preted these happenings in terms of the mutation-selection theory. He 
boldly asserted that "the increase in resistance shown by field populations 
of this insect has been brought about by the preferential survival of those 
individuals which carried the resistance factor," although not a shred of 
positive evidence to support this notion is known, and he prognosticated 
that with continued fumigation resistance would continue to spread 
until all the insects are what is called the pure resistant strain. There
after he prophesied, "there will be no appreciable increase in resistance 
to fumigation unless an auxiliary factor appears." The whole of this 
interpretation has been demolished by the fact that in every district 
resistance to fumigation has increased well beyond the level of the 
original most resistant insects. The dose of HCN gas had to be increased 
everywhere, even in areas where only the resistant strain was found 
(Quayle, 1937-38; Yust, Nelson and Busbey, 1943a, b) . Theoretically, 
the further increase of resistance could be due to new mutations making 
their appearance, but both the speed of its development and its occur
rence in every locality render such an explanation highly improbable. 
Moreover, Quayle remarks that it is scarcely possible to explain the 
spread and distribution of resistance by the spread of a resistant strain. 
Lindgren (1940-41) found that a preliminary sublethal dose of HCN gas 
raises the resistance of the insects to a later dose, and in strains with a 
low resistance, a longer time was needed before this effect appeared. 
This conforms to the idea that the resistant insects have a longer or 
stronger racial experience of the poison and therefore respond quicker 
to traces of it. It seems fairly certain that resistance to HCN is a linger
ing modification, an interpretation that is supported by the fact that in 
crosses beween resistant and nonresistant insects the F± and F 2 genera
tions are intermediate (Dickson, 1940-41). Very similar facts emerge 
from the development of resistance to arsenic by the codling moth 
(Steiner, et al, 1944). 
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Take another case. Mammals living in high latitudes are usually 
white or turn white in winter. The American weasel Mustelfa ermina, 
turns white in winter except on the west coast; the least weasel, 
M. rixosa, the long-tailed weasel, M. frenata, and the European weasel 
turn white in the northern part of their ranges but not in the southern. 
Stoats in northern Britain usually turn white in winter; in southern 
Britain they rarely do so. Those on top of Ben Nevis are said to remain 
white throughout the year. The Irish stoat never turns white. False 
lemmings do, but true do not, turn white in winter, probably connected 
with the latter living more completely in tunnels under the snow. Arctic 
foxes are white but darken or even become brown in summer in the 
southern part of their range. Mountain hares turn white in Norway and 
in parts of Scotland but not in the south (Ritchie, 1931; Vesey-Fitzgerald, 
1946; Cahalane, 1947; Matthews, 1952). Furthermore, we know that 
50% of stoats exposed experimentally to cold turn white. We know that 
a stoat exposed one winter to cold till it turns white whitens slightly the 
next winter though not exposed to cold. We know that Arctic hares from 
Norway introduced into the Faroes, where snow is rare, continue to 
turn white for many winters and then gradually lose the habit (William
son, 1948). We know that mountain hares from Scotland introduced 
into the South of Ireland behave exactly the same way (Barrett-Hamil
ton, 1899). We have, therefore, firm ground for the assertion that in 
many animals, the winter white coat is a lingering modification. 

In all these instances, the human louse, biological races of insects 
and other creatures, the development of resistance to drugs, the develop
ment of a winter white coat, the characteristics developed are not simple 
modifications. They require several generations to develop and several 
to regress if the causative agent is withdrawn. And the evidence defin
itely suggests that the longer a lingering modification exists the more 
fixed it becomes and the longer will be the time needed for its regression. 
At one end of the scale we see that so-called hereditary characters are 
not all equally persistent: the older they are, the more persistent they 
are. At the other end we see that so-called modifications are not all 
equally transient: the older they are, the longer do they linger in suc
ceeding generations. The law of Sewertzoff governs the evolutionary 
or hereditary regression of an organ, and an exactly similar rule also 
governs the individual or modificatory atrophy of a disused part. In 
cases of chronic disease of a human joint it is the phylogenetically new
est of the surrounding muscles that first atrophies. In fact, the line of 
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demarcation between hereditary and nonhereditary characters vanishes. 
The one merges by imperceptible degrees into the other. 

One could go on for a long time describing such cases, but the above 
must suffice for the moment. Lingering modifications are to be found 
everywhere and in all organisms if looked for. The most thorough inves
tigations into the subject were those conducted by Jollos (1921), who 
used Paramecium as his experimental animal. The ubiquity and com
monness of lingering modifications is suggested by another consideration. 
When closely allied varieties of natural wild species are crossed, their 
varietal characteristics are almost always inherited in a very complex 
manner, with a very wide variation in the F 2 generation. Geneticists 
account for this by asserting that these varietal differences depend on 
many factors; they are multifactorial (Timofeel-Ressovsky, 1940; Mather, 
1940-41; Dobzhansky, 1941; Huxley, 1942). It must be remembered, 
however, that this supposition is put forward to make the facts conform 
to orthodox genetic theory. In no case have the factors been identified 
or discovered. And, if true, the supposition leaves a curious, unbridged 
gap between the unifactorial varieties so common in our domestic stocks 
and the multifactorial ones so universal in nature. On the other hand, 
when races with well-developed, different, lingering modifications are 
crossed, their differences are apparently inherited in just the same com
plex manner as the difference between natural varieties. Bacot (1917) 
crossed the head louse and the body louse, and their differences were 
inherited in just this complex manner. The varietal characteristics of 
most natural varieties are therefore probably mainly lingering modi
fications. 

In general perhaps we have been too prone, especially in experiments 
on heredity, to regard living organisms as static rather than dynamic 
and plastic things. Actually they are extremely plastic. Nearly always 
they can survive and prosper in a far wider range of environmental 
conditions than those they normally occupy. They survive the most sur
prising and extensive injuries and multiations. Faced with new environ
mental factors of a kind and degree that they are likely to meet in 
nature, they can rapidly adapt themselves by means of modifications 
and lingering modifications. This by itself considerably dulls the edge of 
natural selection. It is only when environmental changes exceed those 
usually met in nature that selection is likely to be really effective. 
Possibly our failure in general to notice the development of lingering 
modifications arises from our confronting the organisms in most of our 
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experiments with changes more drastic than they meet in nature. More
over, these modifications and lingering modifications completely conceal 
concomitant mutations tending in the same direction and shield them 
from any selection by nature; for the mutation, if such occur, displays 
no difference on which natural selection could take hold. 

Let us look at some illustrative cases. On the island of Oland, Tures-
son (1925a, b) found that many species of plant were represented by 
local races with certain characteristics. Transferred to the mainland 
these races maintained their racial characteristics indefinitely; they are 
hereditary. Plants of the same species from the mainland transferred to 
Oland develop in a few generations the exact same racial characteristics 
as are possessed by the island race of plants; they are indistinguishable 
from the indigenous island races. But when the descendants of the im
ported race were returned to the mainland, the characteristics developed 
on the island faded out in a few generations. They obviously were linger
ing modifications. We must, I think, assume that the ancestors of the 
indigenous races, on first reaching the island, developed these racial 
characteristics as lingering modifications, for that is what happens now. 
If in one or a few individuals a gene complex that converted the already 
existing lingering modification into a truly hereditary character came 
into being, what advantage would it confer? What difference on which 
natural selection could take hold would it occasion? None whatever, so 
far as we know. Take a comparable case. In 1913 Woltereck and a 
co-worker (1931, 1934) transferred some Daphnia cucullata from a 
Danish lake to lakes in Italy in which Daphnia does not naturally occur. 
By 1927-28 they had multiplied enormously and had changed their 
characteristics somewhat. On returning some of the stock to their original 
environment the changes slowly faded and disappeared after 40 genera
tions. They were lingering modifications. But in a neighboring Danish 
lake with conditions fairly similar to those found in the Italian lakes 
and which we have reason to think has been inhabited by Daphnia for 
a very long time, Woltereck found a race of native Daphnia with the 
characteristics that his Italian stocks had developed after 14 years. In 
this Danish race the characteristics were hereditary. 

How do such hereditary races arise? Or how does an animal like 
the polar bear get its permanently white coat? If it is, as the selectionists 
aver, by mutations and natural selection, it is at least remarkable that 
we know of no animal acquiring an adaptive white coat like this by 
mutation, but we know of many that acquire it as a lingering modifica-
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tion. Furthermore, Sumner (1932) describes a concrete case showing 
that the establishment of a protectively colored race by selection is 
either impossible or unbelievably slow. 

We cannot rescue the mutation-selection theory by supposing, as 
Huxley (1942) suggests, that modifications hold a strain within a partic
ular environment until mutations tending in the same direction come 
along. This will not do. For even if such mutations did appear in a few 
individuals, a supposition for which we at present have no evidence 
whatever, this would not make the character hereditary in the whole 
race. But the character is hereditary in the whole race. Obviously, by 
the mutation-selection theory, this could have come about only through 
natural selection s eliminating all the nonmutants and leaving the pure 
mutant stock. There is no difference, however, between mutants and non-
mutants on which natural selection could take hold. Both alike possess 
the white coat. In the mutants it is hereditary; in the nonmutants, a 
lingering modification. If any it is the latter which possess an advantage, 
namely, that of being able to modify the character should the environ
ment change. It is unpardonably unscientific to drag in a whole lot of 
extraneous suppositions, such as that the mutants may possess other 
and unknown advantages. Are we to ignore every fact refractory to 
the mutation-selection theory simply on the ground that it is of course 
conceivable that any gene complex may confer hidden and unknown 
advantages? This might be excusable if only one or two refractory 
cases were known but from what has been written it is evident they 
run into thousands. 

Is it then possible for lingering modifications to deepen in time into 
characters so persistent that we would call them hereditary? The essen
tial thing in a hereditary character is that it segregates in Mendelian 
ratios. Now we have definite, though somewhat short of convincing, 
evidence that well-established lingering modifications begin to segregate 
in an irregular and unsettled manner. Miss Bluhm (1934, 1935, 1938) 
injected male albino mice with ricin. They became hypersensitive to 
that poison. She bred from them, and for four generations their progeny 
displayed a diminishing hypersensitivity. Then the line displayed the 
rebound phenomenon beautifully and for a couple of generations was 
hyperresistant. Finally it became stable in its original condition. But 
when the completely recovered stock was crossed inter se the hyper
sensitivity reappeared in some of the offspring. Jollos (1921) by exposing 
Paramecium to heat developed a race with a lingering modification of 
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resistance to heat. When the organisms were returned to a normal 
temperature the lingering modification faded out after one or two 
conjugations. But when the recovered race was further bred among 
themselves the modification reappeared in some of the progeny. Prow
azek (1916) obtained a lingering modification of resistance to saponin 
in Colpidium. The resistance survived many conjugations and after con
jugation was distributed to only some of the progeny. Tower (1917) 
maintained Colorado potato beetles for 18 generations in desert condi
tions. They changed considerably, and since the changes came on 
en masse they were not mutational, but probably lingering modifications. 
He stated that in its extreme form the changes behaved as a Mendelian 
dominant over the unmodified condition. I cannot here go fully into 
the subject, but everything indicates that tameness can be developed in 
almost any species as a lingering modification, yet in its established 
form it behaves as dependent on Mendelian factors. 

The idea that Mendelian segregation arises in nature gradually and 
after a phase of partial and imperfect segregation is novel and is not 
easily reconciled with the mental picture of the mechanism of segrega
tion that we have formed. But this does not disprove it, for our mental 
picture is at the utmost an abstraction from reality. There is some sup
port for the contention that considerable varietal differences, when 
crossed, segregate in simple Mendelian ratios, and that lesser degrees 
of the same differences segregate irregularly and in a complex manner, 
a manner that to a geneticist suggests their dependence on multifactorial 
bases. Many mutations are known that, when crossed with the normal 
wild type, segregate in simple and straightforward Mendelian ratios, 
yet within which different strains can be isolated whose characteristics 
in crosses segregate in a very irregular manner. The best-known case is 
that of the hooded rats (Castle and Phillips, 1914; Castle, 1916, 1917; 
Castle and Pincus 1928). Sturtevant (1918) mentioned many more. 
Geneticists explain such happenings by the doctrine of modifying 
factors. The explanation is far from being universally established, how
ever, and if it is the full answer to all cases, it is very strange that 
segregation in crosses of the full mutation with the wild type seems to 
be always so simple and straightforward. Besides, there are field observa
tions that hardly fit into the genetical explanation. For instance, Anemone 
Pulsatilla varies gradually and by imperceptible degrees from the west 
of France into Germany. When members from the two extremes of this 
range are crossed, their differences segregate in a simple Mendelian 
ratio. 
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I am not competent to discuss the application of this theory to 
bacterial changes. But if I rightly understand them, Sevag and Rosanoff 
(1952) demonstrated that their strains of staphylococcus resistant to 
streptomycin were not developed by selection from a population that 
originally contained a few resistant organisms. In the original population 
there were no resistant individuals; resistance appeared only after the 
microorganisms came into contact with the drug. Sevag and Rosanoff 
suggested it arose by induction by a direct action of the drug. It seems 
clear that mutations cannot be induced in this way. For in all the many 
experiments carried out by Jollos and other workers, many thousands of 
protozoa were exposed to arsenic and other harmful agents, and, though 
many mutations occurred, not one mutation appeared that conferred the 
slightest resistance to the harmful agent used. In organisms other than 
bacteria such adaptive mutations are quite unknown. On the other hand, 
Jollos met with some very persistent lingering modifications of resistance 
to arsenic and of resistance to heat, so persistent that only by prolonged 
culture could they be distinguished from mutations. 

On the basis of the theory outlined here the following predictions 
should hold true: 

(1) A race of organsims, on coming into contact with a sublethal 
concentration of a harmful agent, develops a modificatory resistance 
thereto. 

(2) If contact is maintained for several successive generations, the 
degree of resistance increases from generation to generation up to a 
point. 

(3) In most cases it will ultimately and fairly quickly far exceed 
the resistance of the most resistant member of the original stock. This 
would be impossible or highly improbable if the increase were due to 
mutations and selection. 

(4) If the line in which a high resistance has been developed is 
maintained for several generations without any contact with the harmful 
agent concerned (or closely allied agents) its resistance will slowly and 
progressively fade from generation to generation. 

(5) It will then in many cases exhibit the rebound phenomenon and 
for one to two generations be hyporesistant to the harmful agent. 

(6) It will then settle down at approximately the level of resistance 
it originally possessed. 

(7) If a line in which a resistance of this sort has continued for a 
considerable period, or has been firmly impressed, is crossed with a non-
resistant line, resistance in the offspring will be unpredictable. Some will 
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be resistant, some susceptible and many have a blend between the two. 
But these groups will not be in constant and predictable ratios. 

(8) The longer a character has persisted in a race the closer it will 
approximate to simple Medelian segregation in crosses with races lack
ing the character. 

Of course research into any of these points must take precautions 
against the organism's resistance being altered by its general state of 
health and the stresses to which it has recently been exposed. 

In conclusion let us look at some evidence of a slightly different 
nature. 

The adoption of the upright posture by man entailed several struc
tural changes. Some, such as a realignment and reshaping of the pelvis, 
angulation of the ribs, etc., appeared early and are now approximately 
equally developed in all races. Others are still developing and, since 
races differ in the speed of their evolution, are significantly more devel
oped in the progressive and more highly evolved races than in the more 
static and primitive ones. A notable case is that of the lumbar vertebral 
curve. It is not necessary to the upright posture, it does not even seem 
to aid it, for with equal ease all races are upright. It is a consequence 
of the posture. It confers no known advantage, but there is definite 
evidence it confers the serious disadvantage of an increased incidence 
of separated neural arches and ruptured intervertebral discs (Thieme, 
1950). Thieme believes the curvature may not be hereditary, but cer
tainly what amounts to the same thing, the tendency to form it, is. 
Most likely the character, like most other still evolving characteristics, 
is partly hereditary and partly still a lingering modification. In an indi
vidual who never attains the upright posture, it will be diminished but 
still present. Here, then, we seem to have a character that is definitely 
disadvantageous to the organism being impressed upon it by its mode 
of life. Despite its disadvantages it seems to be slowly evolving in man. 
Such cases must make us question whether natural selection is indeed 
a real and potent factor in natural evolution. 

Again, the peculiarly human posture and mode of locomotion results 
in many muscles or parts of muscles, dynamically active in other animals, 
performing only a static function in man. Every one of these muscles 
or parts of muscles has been more or less completely converted into 
ligament, so we can formulate the case as follows: Every muscle or part 
of a muscle that has been used in a particular way for many successive 
generations has been converted into ligament. There are many such 
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muscles. The conversion of these muscles into ligaments carries no 
advantage whatever so far as we can see, and it would be foolish to 
suggest that each of these numerous conversions probably carries an 
unknown advantage. So, according to the mutation-selection theory, the 
conversion of all these muscles into ligaments can be due only to each 
conversion s being a by-product of a gene-complex that produced other 
characteristics that are advantageous. Each of these conversions, there
fore, was an accident. So the mutation-selection theory asks us to believe 
that a large number of things possessing a common and singular ante
cedent all changed in the same way by accident. I fail to see that such 
a belief has even the flimsiest pretensions of being scientific. Plain 
people who follow the evidence whithersoever it may lead will, I think, 
find it easier to believe that the common change is connected with the 
singular and common antecedent. 

The theory advanced here is, therefore, that in natural evolution new 
Mendelian characters arise, usually or always by way of lingering 
modifications and not by mutations. Three or four facts concerning this 
proposed theory should be clearly grasped. It is put forward as a possi
bility to be kept in mind and explored. It is a possibility that deprives 
of their force most of the experiments that are supposed to disprove the 
inheritability of acquired characters, that is, unless and until the possi
bility is disproved. It is not contrary to or contradicted by a single known 
and established genetic fact. This last point, in the face of the strong 
presumption built up by geneticists in favor of the mutation-selection 
theory, is not easily grasped. And last, as outlined above, the positive 
evidence in its favor is not inconsiderable. Time alone will show whether 
the theory is well or ill founded. But however this may be, it is at least 
certain that the mutation-selection theory, in its present form, is inde
fensible as an explanation of natural evolution. 
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